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Reference information
A common problem in corpus linguistic scholarship is deciding on the correct reference line when citing a 
particular corpus. CoRD provides the recommended reference line for each corpus, written by  the compilers 
themselves.

A quick source of information
Through CoRD, users of corpora are one mouse click away from checking the basic data of a corpus such 
as its wordcount or that of its subcorpora, the annotation scheme, or perhaps the file format used in the 
distribution version.

Giving credit where credit is due
One of the shortcomings of conventional citation formats is that often only  the leaders of research projects 
are mentioned by  name. All the others, many of whom may have contributed extensive amounts of time and 
labour, are relegated to a footnote. CoRD allows corpus compilers to acknowledge all team members. 
Today, funding bodies are also increasingly  interested in public acknowledgment of their contributions to 
research. Through CoRD, corpus compilation projects can credit sources of funding in as much detail as 
necessary.

Availability information
Some corpora are made available through open access academic repositories, while others are obtainable 
by  subscription, membership in an organization, or directly  from the compilers. CoRD tells you who to 
contact.

Teaching
Teachers of corpus linguistics can use CoRD in a number of different ways. In addition to referring students 
to CoRD for basic information on corpora, CoRD entries can serve as introductory  material to the process of 
corpus compilation. 

Recording the living history of corpus linguistics

Although a relatively  young approach, corpus linguistics has in actual fact been around for quite some time. 
Over the years, corpus compilation methods have undergone considerable changes. CoRD is an online 
resource for recording and sharing not only hard facts, but also the stories and experiences of the 
compilers. Photographs, audio recordings and video clips can be used to liven up the presentation even 
further.

http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/

Some key features of corpus descriptions on CoRD include:

CoRD is an open access service launched by  the Research Unit for Variation, Contacts, and 
Change in English (VARIENG) in 2007 to serve the corpus linguistic community  in making 
information on available corpora easy to reach. CoRD is based on the notion of creative commons. 
All information on individual corpora featured in CoRD has been submitted by corpus compilers 
themselves. Ongoing projects can submit an entry early on and update it as work progresses. 



Submitting corpus information to CoRD

Basic submissions can be accomplished simply  by  filling in our electronic submission form. We collect the 
information and manually  transform it into template compliant HTML, usually  within a few days. Naturally, 
any of the information can be updated, removed or appended whenever necessary.

To contact
Visit http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/ or write an e-mail to jukka.tyrkko@helsinki.fi

If the description of a particular corpus requires extensive customizing of the basic structure, or if youʼd like 
to include multimedia content, simply send us an e-mail and weʼll be happy to work with you. 

Whatʼs on CoRD right now?

Most of the major corpora compiled in Helsinki are now described on CoRD, as well as a small number of 
corpora submitted by colleagues. All of the Helsinki Corpora are described at length with charts, maps, 
photographs. A few article length discussions of compilation practices and structural issues are also 
included, as well as audio samples of dialect material and video presentations of each corpus. Bibliographies 
list research articles by Helsinki-based scholars making use of our own corpora.

The CoRD entry for the Helsinki 
Corpus of British English Dialects was 
designed by Anna-Liisa Vasko and 
Simo Ahava, with Kirsti Peitsara.

The submission form (left) is used for submitting 
corpus information. The predetermined fields 
ensure that the basic information is obtained for 
all featured corpora.

A separate feedback form is available for the 
purpose of informing us of any mistakes or 
omissions in corpus description. The form can 
also be used to submit your articles to the 
bibliographies of corpora used as source 
material.


